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Multi-Perspective Tracking for Intelligent Vehicle
Xiangyang Ji , Guanwen Zhang , Xiaogang Chen, and Qi Guo
Abstract— The multi-camera array has drawn attention of
researchers in recent years, and has been configured and
deployed on intelligent vehicle to capture the panoramic views.
Understanding surroundings is crucial for the ego-vehicle. This
paper presents a Multi-perspective Tracking (MPT) framework
for intelligent vehicle. An iterative search procedure is proposed
to associate detections and tracklets in different perspectives.
This procedure iteratively assigns determined states and estimates non-determined states for the detections and tracklets.
An inherent determined and non-determined graph is utilized to
reinforce this procedure. For more reliable associations between
perspectives, a Siamese convolutional neural network is employed
to learn feature representation. The supervised classification
and verification signals are added to train the network. The
features in different conventional stages are integrated together
as the discriminative appearance model. The experiments are
conducted on a MPT data set with five perspectives. The proposed
framework is tested in each pair of adjacent perspectives for the
ability to associate target objects between perspectives.
Index Terms— Multi-perspective tracking, multi-object tracking, intelligent vehicle, re-identification.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N this paper, we address challenges in Multi-perspective
Tracking (MPT) in complex traffic scene captured by the
panoramic camera arrays in intelligent vehicle, with the aim
of achieving consistent object identity tracking. MPT is a very
challenging issue due to the uncertainties of appearance and
motion of objects in the multiple perspectives surrounding the
intelligent vehicle.
Vision based research has driven the advances of intelligent
vehicle on self-driving and driving assistance system in recent
years. Compared to active Lidar or Radar sensors, the passive
cameras are able to provide rich information with potential
relevant contents to assist driving vehicles [1]. The spatial
information, such as the position and orientation of surrounding objects, the distance and velocity of the objects, is required
to assist safe driving. The semantic information, such as the
status of traffic light, the recognition of traffic signals, is
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Fig. 1. An exemplified configuration of the panoramic camera array with
the captured images for each perspective.

necessary to conform with traffic rules. On the one hand,
there are essential applications which have to be performed
by utilizing the visual information. On the other hand, cheaper
price makes visual cameras more attractive comparing to Lidar
or Radar for deployment and configuration in real world
applications. Therefore, exploiting visual based solutions will
drive forward the evolution for intelligent vehicle.
The panoramic camera array is an effective solution for
intelligent vehicle to understand the surrounding situations.
The panoramic vision is expected to advance the environmental sensing and representation for vehicles as basis for high
level maneuvers decision. And it is also able to provide natural
appreciation and interaction of the traffic situations. An example of five cameras configuration with different perspective
images is shown in Fig. 1. Tracking traffic objects is one specific instance for such valuable tasks. Tracking objects refer to
proper feature representation and appropriate association algorithm, which is involved to estimate object position as well as
motion information to determine trajectories. Since the moving
objects contain a large amount of visual information, the
resulting trajectories can be used as a powerful tool to interpret
semantic information for assistance systems. Due to the limited
field of view, the objects are prone to be lost when using
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only one camera. The multiple cameras can provide more
comprehensive information from multiple perspectives, and
the multi-perspective tracking can therefore tackle the issue.
The challenges for MPT mainly come from appearance
variances introduced by multiple perspectives, as well as the
inconsistent motion in different image planes. In the paper,
we address the challenges of multi-perspective tracking for
intelligent vehicle. On the one hand, we introduce an iterative
search procedure to associate the identities of detections and
tracklets in different perspectives. On the other hand, we
investigate multi-perspective appearance model to improve the
association procedure. The main contributions of this work
can be summarized as follows: (1) we introduce an iterative
search procedure based on an inherent determined and nondetermined graph (D-N Graph) for associating identities across
perspectives; (2) we employ a Siamese Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) to learn feature representation for multiperspective appearance model against the appearance variance
issue. The proposed framework has been evaluated on a MPT
dataset to demonstrate its efficiency and effectiveness.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: Sec. II
describes related work. An overview of the proposed
framework is found in Sec. III. The details of proposed
multi-perspective tracking are discussed in Sec. IV, and
learning multi-perspective appearance model is exposed in
Sec. V. Sec. VI evaluates the proposed framework. The
conclusion is presented in Sec. VII.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Multi-Perspective Tracking
The research on multiple perspectives mainly focus on the
surveillance systems, in which multiple static cameras are
distributed in different location. If there is no overlap between
camera perspectives, the multi-perspective tracking becomes
a re-identification problem since the motion information is
not available. If there is overlap, the research integrates the
motion and appearance information together for the multiperspective tracking purpose. In Anjum et al.’s work [2], they
transform the positions of detections to ground plane, and fuse
the global motion information. The trajectories can then be
estimated using spatio-temporal features. A similar approach
is used in Mirza et al.’s work [3], which tackles the real-world
application for indoor basketball video sequence.
While most previous works mainly employ only one
camera [4], it has been studied using multi-cameras for intelligent vehicle. The multi-cameras have been used as solutions
for systems in the specific parking scenario. These systems
employ multi-cameras either to visualize the surrounding
environments to assist drivers [5], or to detect and track nearby
road maker to achieve automatic parking [6]. The top-view of
the surroundings [7] can be further extended by using more
cameras for 3D construction [8]. These systems are supposed
to be deployed in the scene that vehicle is in low velocity, and
surrounding objects are close to the ego-vehicle. In the highway scenario, multi-cameras with different configurations are
deployed on vehicles to capture the panoramic views [1], [9].
These studies focus on detecting or tracking vehicles
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for high level applications, such as collision avoidance
or lane changing. In Wang et al.’s work [10], they propose
a probabilistic inference framework for multi-perspective
vehicle detection. In order to overcome the challenges of
partial observations, they learn the geometric models for
each perspective, and describe the configuration and spatial
relations of the vehicle parts. In the works of [11]–[13], they
introduce a dataset on the highway situation with different
camera configurations, and propose a framework to detect
and track vehicles. The resulting trajectories are analyzed
for natural driving study. The auxiliary information such
as the traffic environment can also be utilized to assist the
multi-perspective tracking [14], [15].
Our proposed framework aims to tackle the challenges of
the multi-perspective tracking for intelligent vehicle. Specifically, we consider the situation that there is overlap between
the adjacent perspectives, and propose an iterative search
procedure to associate detections and tracklets between the
two perspectives. The proposed method integrates the motion
model and appearance model together as the affinity model
for association. Similar as above methods, we transform the
positions on different image planes to a common ground plane.
Furthermore, in order to overcome inaccurate ground plane
transformation, we emphasize feature representation for multiperspective appearance to enhance the affinity model.
B. Appearance Model for Multi-Perspective Tracking
Due to varying illumination and camera viewpoints, it is
very challenging to measure the similarity of appearance of
the same object in different perspectives. Learning a discriminative feature representation is the key to multi-perspective
tracking. This task is a specific instance of learning feature
representation for multi-cameras, which is mainly employed
for solving re-identification problem.
The conventional methods mainly use the handcraft features for the appearance model. The features, such as
color [16], [17] and texture [18], [19], are integrated as
representation against inter-/intra- class variance issue [20].
On the basis of these representation, the distance metric
leaning [21], [22] can be further employed to improve the
discriminative ability. These feature representations demonstrate certain robustness to the variations introduced by the
illumination and viewpoint. The spatial information [23]–[25]
is also utilized to enforce the correspondence of appearance
model for comparison purposes.
Benefiting from improvements of deep learning technique,
the convolutional neural network (CNN), which is able to
extract the features from the raw input images, has been greatly
investigated to learn appearance model for multi-cameras.
Given the images from different cameras, on the one hand, the
methods in [26], [27] use CNN to classify whether they share
the same identity; on the other hand, these methods [28], [29]
introduce multiple branches to perform ranking according to
the similarities. These methods integrate feature learning and
re-identification together, the resulting appearance models are
able to achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
In this work, we utilize CNN to learn the feature representation for multi-perspective appearance model. Similarly,
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed framework for MPT. The inputs are video stream from five perspectives. The online detections are performed on image
plane for each perspective. Considering the situation that targets are crossing from Perspective 4 to Perspective 5, identities of detections in Perspective 4
are expected to be associated with that of detections in Perspective 5. On the basis of the affinity model with motion and appearance, the multi-perspective
tracking is then achieved by an iterative search procedure. The outputs trajectories can be used by high level applications for intelligent vehicles.

we use a Siamese CNN to connect the images obtained from
different perspectives. Differently, we integrate classification
and verification tasks together into one network, and add
multiple supervised signals simultaneously to train the CNN
model during the training stage. Furthermore, we emphasize
discriminating ability of features in different layers, and extract
features from different conventional stages. The appearance
model of the concatenated features is able to overcome
inter-/intra- class variance issue.
III. OVERVIEW
The task of MPT consists of detecting objects in different
perspectives, and associating identities across perspectives to
generate a set of consistent trajectories. We formulate the MPT
as a “Tracking-by-Detection” problem. The detection results of
object detectors are utilized as the input, while the consistent
identities in different perspectives are estimated as the output.
Given the input video streams from multiple perspectives,
online detections and intra-perspective tracking are first
performed in each perspective to generate the detections and
tracklets. In the case that one object is crossing overlapping
region, on the one hand, the positions of the detections are
transformed to a common ground plane for motion model; on
the other hand, the feature representations of detections are
extracted as appearance model. The motion and appearance
models comprise the affinity model. The resulting affinity
model is then employed by an iterative search procedure
for the multi-perspective tracking. We furthermore introduce
a determined and non-determined graph to fine-tune the

multi-perspective tracking. The results, consistent identities
of the same object in different perspectives, can be used for
further video processing or other high-level applications. The
illustration of the proposed framework for multi-perspective
tracking is shown in Fig. 2.
In this paper, we have the several assumptions: (1) there
should be a certain region of overlap between the two adjacent
perspectives, and in this case the object could stay in the
overlapping region at a sufficient period; (2) the ground surface
should be even and flat without severe fluctuation, and in this
case the position, transformed from image plane to ground
plane, could maintain as accurate as possible. In following
sections, we first present the method designed for multiperspective tracking, and then discuss feature representation
for the multi-perspective appearance.
IV. M ULTI -P ERSPECTIVE T RACKING
In the time range between T1 and T2 , the object i is
crossing from perspective A to perspective B. The object i
enters the overlapping region (i.e., appears in Perspective B)
at time stamp Ts , and left overlapping region (i.e., disappears
in the perspective A) at time stamp Te . As illustrated in Fig. 3,
the multi-perspective tracking is performed in this period.
The inputs are detections obtained from online detectors. We
A |τ = T , T + 1, · · · , t; i = 1, 2, · · · , n } to
use ZTA1 :t = {Z (τ,i)
1 1
τ
denote the detections from perspective A, in which τ denotes
the time stamp and n τ denotes the number of detections.
B |τ = T , T + 1, · · · , t;
Similarly, we use ZTBs :t = {Z (τ,i)
s s
i
= 1, 2, · · · , n τ } to denote the detections from
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B
A
Algorithm 2 Connect X (τ,i)
to X (τ
 , j ) as N State Child
B , state X A
Input : state X (τ,i)
(τ  , j )
Output: the updated D-N Graph

Fig. 3. An illustration of an object i which is crossing from Perspective A
to Perspective B.

B ) = f alse then
if chk D(X (τ,i)
A
p
X = X (τ
, j )
while !i sempt y( f i nd(X p .c = D)) & X p .t ≤ τ do
set X p as D state child
if X p .t ≤ τ then
B
B .p
add X (τ,i)
to X p .c, add X p to X (τ,i)
B
update connection between X (τ,i) and X p

B
Algorithm 1 Initialize Active Set for X (τ,i)
B
Input : state X (τ,i)
B
Output: active set of X (τ,i)

B
A
Algorithm 3 Connect X (τ,i)
to X (τ
 , j ) as D State Child
B , state X A
Input : state X (τ,i)
(τ  , j )
Output: the updated D-N graph

A
for all X (τ
 , j ) from Ts to τ do
A
if i sempt y( f i nd(X (τ
 , j ) ).c = D)) or
A
f i nd(X (τ  , j ).c = D).t ≤ τ then
A
add X (τ
 , j ) to active set

A
find D state child X p of X (τ
, j )
p
if X .t = τ then
B
perform Algorithm 6 with X (τ,i)

perspectives B. And the detections up to t in both perspectives
can be denoted as ZT1 :t = {ZTA1 :t , ZTBs :t }. Similar as [30], we
A
B
A
and X (τ,i)
to describe the states of Z (τ,i)
introduce X (τ,i)
B , and denote the set of X A
B
and Z (τ,i)
(τ,i) and X (τ,i) up to time
A
B
stamp t as XT1 :t and XTs :t . Therefore the MPT for multi-object
can be formulated to find the optimal states XT1 :t (XT1 :t =
{XTA1 :t , XTBs :t }) by maximizing a posterior probability as:

else
B ’ parents
remove all X (τ,i)
remove all X p in τ ’s children
for all children X c of X p after τ do
remove connection between X c and X p
if chk D(X c ) = tr ue then
B )
perform Algorithm 5 with (X c , X (τ,i)
else
B )
perform Algorithm 2 with (X c , X (τ,i)


XT1 :t = arg max P(XTA1 :t , XTBs :t |ZTA1 :t , ZTBs :t )
XT1 :t

= arg max P(XT1 :t |ZT1 :t )
XT1 :t

(1)

Since the states at each time stamp are independent, Eq. 1
can be further represented as:

XT1 :t = arg max
XT1 :t

nτ
t 


τ =T1 i=1

A
B
P(X (τ,i)
, X (τ,i)
|ZT1 :t , XT1 :(τ −1) ) (2)

Eq. 2 is defined to estimate states for all detections in both
perspectives. While the states of XTA1 :t can be easily estimated
by the intra-tracking, we mainly focus on the estimation
of XTBs :t for MPT tracking purpose.
During this procedure, on the one hand, the states in XTBs :t
with high affinity score can be determined at an earlier time
stamp τ , we denote these states as X BD,Ts :t . On the other
hand, as the XTAs :t increases and the X BD,Ts :t accumulates, the
B
non-determined states (denoted as X N,T
) could be deters :t
mined at a later τ . Instead of determining states of all
detections at one time, it is a promising solution to iteratively
and sequentially determine the detections states. Therefore,
we solve the Eq. 2 for MPT by iteratively finding the optimal
B
.
states of X BD,Ts :t and estimating the states for X N,T
s :t
This iterative search procedure is able to reduce state space.
X BD,Ts :t serves as the key to be associated as trajectories.

The states merged together in iterations are able to form longer
tracklets. However, the state space is still very large, and
the convergence cannot be guaranteed. More approximations
should be employed to accelerate the optimization and ensure
the convergence. Furthermore, it is necessary to design a data
structure to avoid conflicts, and to enforce the sequential
effects on optimization results. To this end, we propose a
self-organizing determined and non-determined graph and an
inherent optimization framework to satisfy above demands.
A. Determined and Non-Determined Graph
To effectively solve the MPT problem, we reformulate Eq. 2
as sequential iterative sub-problems. At every time stamp, we
first estimate the non-determined states as:

B
B

=
arg
max
|ZT1 :t , XT1 :(τ −1) ),
(3)
P(X (τ,i)
X N,T
:t
1
B
X N,T

1 :t

B
B
denotes all the non-determined states in X N,T
.
where X (τ,i)
s ,t
We then estimate the determined states as:


XτB , j = arg max P(XτB , j |ZT1 :t ),
XτB , j

(4)
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B
A
Algorithm 4 Connect X (τ,i)
to X (τ
 , j ) as D State Child

B
A
Algorithm 5 Connect X (τ,i)
to X (τ
 , j ) as D State Child

B
A
Input : state X (τ,i)
and X (τ
, j )
Output: the updated D-N Graph

B , state X A
Input : state X (τ,i)
(τ  , j )
Output: the updated D-N Graph

A
find a D state parent X p1 of X (τ
, j )
p2
A
find a D state parent X of X (τ
, j )
if X p1 .t ≥ X p2 .t then
perform Algorithm 5 with (X p2 , X p1 )
else if X p2 .t ≥ X p1 .t then
perform Algorithm 5 with (X p1 , X p2 )
else
if chk D(X p1 ) = tr ue & chk D(X p2 ) = tr ue then
if X p1 .s ≥ X p2 .s then
remove X p2 ’s parent, set X p2 as D state
perform Algorithm 6 with (X p1 , X p2 )
else
remove X p1 ’s parent, set X p1 as N State
perform Algorithm 6 with (X p2 , X p1 )

B ) = f alse then
if chk D(X (τ,i)
B , XA
perform Algorithm 3 with (X (τ,i)
(τ  , j ) )

else if chk D(X p1 ) = tr ue then
perform Algorithm 6 with (X p1 , X p2 )
else
perform Algorithm 6 with (X p2 , X p1 )

where XτB , j denotes all states in X BD,T1 :t . It should be noted
that both XTA1 :t and ZTA1 :t increase during this procedure.
We use Markov Decision Process (MDP) to describe deterA
mined and non-determined graph (D-N Graph). A state X (τ
, j )
B
is a parent of state X (τ,i)
if τ  < τ , and there is an connection
A
B
B
A
between X (τ
 , j ) and X (τ,i) . X (τ,i) is therefore a child of X (τ  , j ) .
A
B
X (τ
 , j ) is a determined parent if X (τ,i) has only one parent and
its affinity score of the connection is larger than threshold S D .
B
has no parents or only one determined parent,
If X (τ,i)
B
B
X (τ,i) is a determined state (D state), denoted as X D,(τ,i)
.
B
B
If X (τ,i) does not have a determined parent, X (τ,i) is a nonB
determined state (N state), and denoted as X N,(τ,i)
. All parents
B
of X (τ,i) form an active set. A determined association is an
connection between a D state and its parent, and a tracklet is
defined as a group states connected by determined association.
A tracklet containing X (τ,i) is denoted as T (X (τ,i) ). A D state
in T (X (τ,i) ) after T (X (τ,i) ) is defined as the descendant of
T (X (τ,i) ). We use the states and connections as the vertexes
and edges to form D-N Graph. An example of D-N Graph is
shown in Fig. 4, where the determined associations are shown
in solid line and states belong to the same tracklet are in the
same color.
As mentioned above, there are conflicts during the iterative search procedure, e.g., a D state has multiple parents or children, or the determined associations form cycles.
In order to avoid these conflicts, we introduce several actions
on D-N Graph. The definitions of actions are shown in Table I.
B , we first initialize its active set
For a newly-entered state X (τ,i)
B
by enumerating all its potential parents. X (τ,i)
connects to the

else
B , XA
perform Algorithm 4 with (X (τ,i)
(τ  , j ) )

TABLE I
D EFINITION OF A CTIONS FOR THE D-N G RAPH

A , which do not have D state children or whose
states in X(τ,i)
B . The initialization is illustrated
D state children are after X (τ,i)
B
as Algorithm 1. We then set X (τ,i)
as a N state child of
A
X (τ  , j ) by using Algorithm 2. The procedure terminates until
B
becomes D state. Otherwise, we check the decendants
X (τ,i)
A
A
X τA ,i of X (τ
 , j ) . If X (τ  ,i) has no descendants, we directly
B
A
A
and X (τ
add connection between X (τ,i)
 , j ) . If X (τ  ,i) has
descendants, we find the nearest D state descendant X p in
A
p is at time stamp τ , the procedure
tracklet T (X (τ
 , j ) ). If X
p
B , we add a connection
terminates. If X is prior to X (τ,i)
B
between X (τ,i)
and X p . Algorithm 5 illustrates the action how
B
A
B
X (τ,i) is connected to X (τ
 , j ) as a D state child. If X (τ,i) is
B
A
will be removed. If X (τ
N state, the parents of X (τ,i)
 , j ) has
no D state children, we directly add a connection between
B
A
A
and X (τ
X (τ,i)
 , j ) . Otherwise, we connect X (τ  , j ) ’s latest D
p
B
p
state descendant X to X (τ,i) . If X is at time stamp τ , X p
B
and X (τ,i)
are merged together as Algorithm 6. All D and N
B
state children of X p after X (τ,i)
are removed from X p , and
B
are reconnected to X (τ,i) as Algorithm 2 and 5 respectively. If
B ), we will
there is no state at time stamp τ  in tracklet T (X (τ,i)
A
B
insert X (τ
 , j ) into X (τ,i) ’s tracklet as Algorithm 5. Otherwise,
A
B ’s tracklet as Algorithm 6. If
we will insert X (τ  , j ) into X (τ,i)
B
A
B
A
and X (τ
X (τ,i)
 , j ) are both D states, tracklet X (τ,i) and X (τ  , j )
will be merged by performing Algorithm 5 and 6 recursively.

B. Optimization
Although there are recursions in above actions, it is easy
to prove that recursions in Algorithm 2, 5, and 6 cannot
form endless recursions, and the sequence of actions on state
set will not affect structures of D-N Graph. As shown in
Fig. 4, newly-entered states from X (18,1) to X (18,8) were
connected to their initial active sets as Algorithm 1, 2, and 5.
From (a) to (b), X (16,7) was connected to X (14,2) as a D state
child by Algorithm 5, and merged with X (16,2) as Algorithm 6.
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Fig. 4. An example of D-N Graph. The horizontal axis describes time stamps, while the vertical axis describes the number of states. Each association is
linked from parent to child and the D-N Graph is directed and acyclic. From (a) to (b), state X (16,7) was connected to state X (14,2) as a D state child, and
was merged with X (16,2) . Meanwhile, the association from X (14,9) and X (14,7) to X (16,7) were removed. From (c) to (d), state X (15,9) was inserted into the
tracklet of state X (14,6) and state X (17,4) .

B
A
Algorithm 6 Merge State X (τ,i)
and X (τ
, j )
B , state X A
Input : state X (τ,i)
(τ  , j )
Output: the updated D-N Graph
B
p
remove X (τ,
j ) from its parents X
if chk D(X (τ, j ) ) then
B , X p)
perform Algorithm 5 with (X τ,i

else
B
perform Algorithm 2 with (X (τ,i),X
p)
for all children X c of X p do
B
remove X c from X (τ,
j)
if chk D(X c ) = tr ue then
B )
perform Algorithm 5 with (X c , X (τ,i)
else
B )
perform Algorithm 2 with (X c , X (τ,i)

The optimization of D-N Graph consists of three steps.
B , we find
First of all, for newly-entered states X (t,i)
active set by using Algorithm 1, and calculate affinB , X p ) ≥ S , we perity score s(X (t,i) , X p ). If s(X (t,i)
D
B , X p ) as input.
form the Algorithm 5 by using (X (t,i)
B , X p ) ≤ S , we then perform the
If SN ≤ s(X (t,i)
D
B , X p ) as input. We sequentially
Algorithm 2 by using (X (t,i)
calculate affinity scores between the states and their parents
from Ts to t, and reconnect them according to the new affinity
scores. At last, the Hungarian Algorithm [31] will be employed
on all the states at time stamp Te to get the best arrangement
of connections, and determine the all non-determined states
before Te . All states before Te will be transformed to D states.
In the first two steps, Algorithm 5 and 6 serve as the main
association procedure. The affinity scores updating in step
two follows the shrink step. The step three forces the states
between Ts and t to determine their connections to guarantee
the convergence.
During the optimization, the algorithms ‘delay’ the decision
making until it receives enough evidences from the states
afterward. The algorithms maintain the states of the objects in
both perspectives during the overlapping in the time domain

(from Ts to Te , as shown in Fig. 3). Every time when the new
frames (in both perspectives) enter, the algorithms update the
associations of states. The proposed D-N graph optimizes this
sequential process in a recursive manner.
V. M ULTI -P ERSPECTIVE A PPEARANCE L EARNING
The main challenges for MPT principally come from
appearance variance induced by the light illumination and
camera viewpoints of different perspectives. The appearances
of the same object in different perspectives vary greatly, while
the appearances of the different objects in the same perspective
are similar. The intra-class variance of appearances is larger
than that of the inter-class variance. Seeking a discriminative
feature representation is the key to tackle the inter-/intra- class
variance issue for MPT. In this section, we utilize deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to learn feature representation
for multi-perspective appearance model. In following sections,
we first describe the network structure and introduce the
appearance model, then we discuss how to calculate affinity
score on the basis of the feature representation.
A. CNN Network Structure
Inspired by [27], [32], and [33], we employ the Siamese
CNN to learn feature representation. The CNN consists of two
branches, and each branch connects detections from different
perspectives. The two branches share the same structures and
trainable parameters. In each branch, there are 4 convolutional
stages, and each stage consists of 2 (in first two stages)
or 3 (in last two stages) convolutional layers. In order to
learn discriminative and generic features, we introduce a fully
connected (FC) layer with 128 neurons after each pooling
layer. These FC layers are employed as feature representations
for different conventional stages. During training stage, we
add supervised signals at all FC layers as deeply supervised
learning. In testing stage, we concatenate all four FC layers of
one branch together as appearance model. The illustration of
the network is presented in Fig. 5. The details of the network
structure are summarized in Table II.
Compared with conventional CNN structure, the Siamese
scheme simultaneously learns the features from images in
two perspectives. By using such scheme, the CNN is able
to capture generic features to describe the object appearances,
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Fig. 5. The CNN network structure for target appearance model. The detection xi and x j are extracted from Perspective A and B respectively, and feed into
the branches of the network. Each branch contains 4 convolutional stages, and each stage contains 2 (in first two stages) or 3 (in last two stages) convolutional
layers and 1 pooling layer. The fully connected layers are introduced after each pooling layer in each convolutional stage. These fully connected layers are
utilized for verification and classification during the training stage, and concatenated together as appearance representation in testing stage.

TABLE II
T HE C ONFIGURATION OF O NE B RANCH OF S IAMESE CNN

identities obtained in all perspectives. We use SoftMax layers
after FC layers, and minimize the cross-entropy loss as:
min

M
1 
L(gi ( f i (x j )), y j ),
M

(5)

k=1

where L(·) is the standard cross-entropy loss, and y j is identity
of target object. In Eq. 5, gi (·) is the classifier of f i (·) in the
corresponding FC layer.
On the other hand, the verification task is expected to verify
the identities of the same object in different perspectives.
We measure the contrastive loss [34] for the Siamese CNN
as the verification loss:
L(x j , x k ) = (1− y j,k ) ∗ L S (x j , x k ) + y j,k ∗ L D (x j , x k ).
as well as the discriminative feature to distinguish different
objects. Therefore, we choose this Siamese to learn the feature
representation as appearance model.
B. Network Training
We denote feature vector of a detection x for each FC layer
as f s (x), where s = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The feature representation of
x is F(x), and F(x) = [ f 1 (x); f 2 (x); f 3 (x); f 4 (x)]T . As for
an arbitrary object (e.g., vehicle or pedestrian), the sizes of
detections are different. All the detections are resized to the
same before being fed into the network.
We integrate the classification and verification tasks together
for training the network, and add the supervised signals to
the all FC layers in both branches. On the one hand, the
classification task is expected to classify the objects with

(6)

The loss function in Eq. 6 is defined for input pair x j and x k at
each FC layer. It should be noted that x j and x k are captured
in different perspectives. If x j and x k are the same object,
we set y j,k = 0, otherwise y j,k = 1. The loss L S (·) (for the
same object) and L D (for different objects) are designed to
constrain the extracted features of the same object in different
perspectives to be similar.
During the training stage, we utilize the pre-trained VGG
model trained on ImageNet [35] to initialize the network
parameters. We crop detections in different perspectives, and
form input pairs for training the network. Since the size of the
positive pairs (inputs have the same identity) is greatly smaller
than that of the negative pairs (inputs have different identities).
We use same proportions of the positive and negative pairs
when the learning rate is large, and gradually increase the
proportion of the negative pairs as the learning rate decreases.
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Fig. 6. Examples of surrounding views. Images from left to right are captured in Perspective 4, Perspective 5, Perspective 1, Perspective 2, and Perspective 3.

In the testing stage, we compute the features with one branch
of the network, and concatenate features in FC layers together
as appearance model.
C. Appearance Affinity
On the basis of above appearance model, we discuss
how to calculate affinity score. Given a detection q and a
tracklet I with L detections (L ≥ 1), the affinity score
between q and I is defined as S A (q, I ). If there is only one
detection in I , S A (q, I ) denotes score between two detections.
We use the distance between the q and I to denote similarity.
A small distance reveals high similarity, while the large distance reveals high dissimilarity. In previous studies [36], [37],
the distance is generally calculated using instances on the
set’s structure boundary. This is based on the hypothesis that
instances on the boundary can well reflect the variations of the

instance set. However, such a hypothesis is inconsistent with
the situation caused by the inter-/intra- class variance issue,
and using only boundary instances in the matching process
usually leads to information loss. In this section, we introduce
a new definition of distance to preserve more information.
Let q = x q and I = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x L }. The distance between
q and I is defined as follows:

s  (q, I ) =
d(x q , x k )
(7)
x k ∈N K (x q )

where d(x, y) is the L2 distance between x and y, and N K (x q )
denotes K nearest neighbors of x q in I , which can be found
using the k-NN rule. If L < k, we utilize all instances in I .
To take into account the structure of multiple detections,
we utilize a weighting operator to introduce the effectiveness
of the rest instances in I . Specifically, we use the exponential
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kernel w(x, x  ) = exp{−d(x, x )/δ 2 } to weight the distance
between x and x  , and δ is the kernel width that determines
the size of local structure. The operator is defined as follows:
exp(−d(x q , x k )/δ 2 )
,
W (q, k) =  L
2
l=1 exp(−d(x q , x l )/δ )

(8)

where x k and xl ∈ I . Finally, the distance between q and I is
defined as:

s(q, I ) =
W (q, k)d(x q , x k ).
(9)
x k ∈N K (x q )

On the basis of the above distance, we define affinity score
S A (q, I ) of detection x p and tracklet I as:
S A (q, I ) = exp(γ · s(q, I )).

(10)

The q and I in Eq. 10 indicate the states.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
A. Dataset Description
The synchronized data used in experiments is collected
in the campus of Tsinghua University. We mainly concern
the moving targets such as pedestrian, cyclists (in bicycle or
electric bicycle), as well as vehicles. We use five cameras
on a vehicle to collect the data. The cameras are placed
to cover the full surrounding views. The configuration of
the cameras is shown as in Fig. 1. The camera for each
perspective has a resolution of 1920 × 1080 and vertical field
of view (FOV) of 94o . In order to capture nearby objects,
we vertically deploy the cameras. Therefore, each camera
has a horizontal FOV of 94o . The cropped images of the
surrounding views are shown in Fig. 6. There are around
38000 frames for each perspective with 12 minutes. We crop
283 objects of pedestrian, cyclists, and vehicles as the targets.
The statistics of the objects crossing two perspectives are
shown in Table III. In the experiments, we mainly focus
on objects which are crossing the perspectives, and verify
the proposed framework for multi-perspective tracking. The
objects away from overlapping regions are utilized as the
training data, while the objects in overlapping regions are
utilized as testing data. Due to the distortion of images, there
is slight gap in the center region of the adjacent perspectives.
The two adjacent perspectives are not strictly overlapping.
Therefore, we strategically introduce sequential instances of
objects outside of the overlapping regions for testing, i.e., we
extend time stamp Ts and Te to a hypothetical time range for
covering object in overlapping region.
B. Affinity Model
We describe the affinity model with appearance model S A
and motion model S M respectively. The affinity score S(X, Y )
between X and Y (a detection and a tracklet or two detections)
is defined as:
S(X, Y ) = S A (X, Y ) × S M (X, Y ),

TABLE III
T HE S TATISTICS OF TARGETS IN A DJACENT P ERSPECTIVES

(11)

where S A (X, Y ) can be computed as discussed in Sec. V.
As for the motion model, since motion information of
objects is contained in different perspectives, it is difficult to

analyze and associate the motion information in image planes.
Similar as that in [2] and [11], we transform the motion
information from each perspective into a common ground
plane. Specifically, we utilize the Inverse Perspective Mapping
to perform the transformation. We estimate a homography
matrix H to establish the image-plane and ground-plane
corresponding for each perspective. The position pi of an
object in image-plane can then be transformed into ground
plane pg as pg = H · pi . Given an object bounding box,
we use the center point in bottom as position. It should be
noted that the points transformed into global ground plane
are indicated in homogeneous coordinates. Since the accuracy
of homography matrix H and position x i will greatly affect
the transformed position, we follow suggestion as that
in [11] and [38]. We further use first order Kalman filter to
smooth the transformed positions on the ground plane. The
affinity score of motion model is then computed as that in [39]:
S M = N( p X + v X ; pY , O X ) × N( pY + v Y ; p X , OY ), (12)
where v denotes the velocity correspondingly. Eq. 12 assume
positions of detection and tracklet following Gaussian distribution. Note that p X and pY are from different perspectives.
During experiments, we set threshold S D = 0.5 and
SN = 0.1 for actions on D-N Graph. We set nearest neighbor
k = 5 and kernel variance δ = 0.2 for appearance affinity, and
set γ = −0.001. We follow the parameters setting as [39] and
set both O X = 202 and OY = 202 for motion affinity.
C. Performance Evaluation
We employ a two-stage training process to train the proposed Siamese CNN model. The convolutional layers in
Siamese model is first initialized with a pre-trained VGG
model trained on that of ImageNet dataset. We then utilize
the data of Object Detection Benchmark in KITTI dataset
[40] to fine-tune the Siamese model. The data in detection
task contains the images of car, pedestrian, and cyclist, which
are suitable for our task. Since there are no consist identities
of objects, we train the model with only classification task.
The Siamese CNN model is finally fine-tuned on the proposed
training dataset with both classification and verification tasks.
The feature maps extracted in different convolutional stages
are shown in Fig. 7.
We then evaluate the performance of the proposed MPT for
associating detections and tracklets in the adjacent perspectives. The experiment is performed on the basis of annotated
detections and tracklets on all five adjacent perspectives.
We evaluate the performance with 5 different configurations:
using only motion model for tracking (Mot), using only
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Fig. 7. Examples of image pairs from different perspectives (top row), and corresponding feature maps of Pool1, Pool2, Pool3, and Pool4 layers (from top
to bottom) extracted by proposed Siamese CNN model.
TABLE IV
T HE P RECISION OF A SSOCIATION B ETWEEN THE A DJACENT P ERSPECTIVES BY U SING D IFFERENT M ETHODS

appearance model for tracking (App), using proposed MPT
with motion model(MPT-Mot), using proposed MPT with
appearance model (MPT-App), and using proposed MPT with
both motion and appearance model (MPT). During the experiments, we only focus on tracking the objects in the overlapping
region of adjacent perspectives. In the situation that the egovehicle is overtaking one object, the object will appear in Perspective 1, Perspective 5, and then Perspective 4 sequentially.
We perform the two MPT as one object is crossing Perspective
1 and 5, and one object is crossing Perspective 5 and 4.
The results of the 5 adjacent perspectives are listed
in Table IV. It should be noted that since there is few
research focusing on the topic of multi-perspective tracking
for intelligent vehicle, we did not make comparison with other
works. As shown in Table IV, the proposed MPT with the
affinity of motion and appearance model achieves the best
performance with a precision of 94.35%. Using only motion
information for association achieves a precision with 71.38%.

And the precision slightly increase when it is integrated
into MPT. The motion model is observed to fail for the
associations, and it is mainly because of the inaccurate imageplane to ground-plane transformation. In the experiments, we
use the control points to calculate the homography matrix H .
The approximation has accumulated and magnified the errors
leading to worse consequences. One reliable way is to calculate the homography matrix by explicitly calibrating the
cameras. The appearance model greatly improves associations
and obtains a precision with 88.34%. When the appearance
model is combined with MPT, it achieves a precision with
93.25%, which is competitive to best performance 94.35%
using both motion and appearance model. We utilize a Siamese
CNN to learn the feature representation for multi-perspective
appearance. We simultaneously add the classification and
verification supervised signals to train the CNN model. The
features in different conventional stages are concatenated as
the representation. As shown in Table IV, the proposed MPT
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Fig. 8. The selected results of successful associations. The top two rows are results obtained from Perspective 4 − 5, and for each pair the left image is
from Perspective 4 and the right image is from Perspective 5. The bottom two rows are results obtained from Perspective 1 − 5, and for each pair the left
image is from Perspective 5 and the right image is from Perspective 1. For each pair, the images are selected approximately at time stamps when the targets
are entering or leaving the overlapping region in the adjacent perspectives. The same targets are indicated with the same color.

method improves the association with 2.12% and 4.59% comparing with that of using only motion and appearance model.
The proposed MPT achieves the best association precision
with 94.35% by using both motion and appearance model.
The iterative search procedure together with the inherent
D-N Graph consistently improves the performance of associations. The selected results of successful associations are shown
in Fig. 8.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we tackle multi-perspective tracking for intelligent vehicle. On the one hand, we propose an iterative search
procedure to associate detections and tracklets during the
objects cross the overlapping regions in adjacent perspectives.
The procedure assigns the determined states and estimates the
non-determined states iteratively and sequentially. We therefore create a determined and non-determined graph to assist
this procedure. On the other hand, we introduce a Siamese
CNN model to learn multi-perspective feature representation.
The classification and verification tasks are integrated together,
and the supervised signals are simultaneously used to train the
CNN model. We concatenate the features in different layers
as the appearance model. The experiments are performed
on a MPT dataset, and the experimental results demonstrate
efficiency and effectiveness of proposed framework.
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